Introduction
Confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM) provides a technique for in vivo imaging the sub-basal nerve plexus (SNP) of the cornea. For mapping an extended area of the SNP, currently the objective of the CLSM is manually moved laterally across the corneal surface during acquisition of overlapping images. This work presents a proof of concept for a new method that realizes the movements during the mapping process by guiding the eye movements with a computercontrolled fixation target on a display in front of the contralateral eye. The purpose is to generate a maximized and completely covered scan area with an overlapping area of adjacent images of more than 50%.
Methods
To display the fixation target a monocular video eyewear for the right eye was built up using a single display of a commercially available video eyewear. The fixation target on the display can be navigated computer-controlled and the position of the left eye is simultaneously detected in real-time by an adapted eye-tracking software tool. In a first step the response characteristics of guided eye movements were investigated. Based on these preliminary tests five different control strategies for the fixation target were tested on 17 voluntary subjects.
Results
The average size of the scanned areas (8.5-10.1 mm²) is nearly the same for all the tested strategies. Analysing the number of uncovered regions inside the scanned area and the required overlap, meandering paths with straight lines and variable, feedforward-controlled gaps between the lines (FFC-meander) is the most suitable guidance strategy for this application.
Conclusion
The proof of concept shows that Eye-Guidance with FFC-meander is a suitable technique for mapping extended corneal images. Tracking a foreseeably moving fixation target is more convenient for patients than the previously required fixed gaze. The next step is to build up an Eye-Guidance device suitable for use with CLSM systems.
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